
   

       

  Get Well Soon Wellbeing Gifts
 
£79.12

IN STOCK

Quick Overview
Wellbeing is the focus of this gift basket, filled with wellbeing items to
restore some inner peace. This is a pleasant Get Well Soon Wellbeing
Gift to send some extra love to someone who perhaps is ill or lacking
self-love.

  Details
 
Wellbeing is the purpose of life and we always look for ways to keep ourselves well and healthy. These Get Well Soon Wellbeing Gifts are full of
wellbeing items to bring back inner peace and focus on relaxing your body for sleep. There are many health benefits to good sleep, and we
won't begin to list them now, but with that thought in mind we decided to create a get well gift basket which focuses on improving sleep and
relaxation. This Get Well Soon Wellbeing Gifts can be sent as a reminder to the recipient to look after themselves well by having a good nights
rest. Inside these Get Well Soon Wellbeing Gifts there are bath melts and soaps, a lavender eye mask and a silent night candle, all of these
products complement each other for a relaxing evening of rest and repose. There is also a puzzle book to relax the mind and release any built
up stress and worries. Lastly, we have included guilt-free snacks such as chocolate enrobed fruit, plant based gummies, coconut bites and more.
These snacks could be enjoyed with a cuppa tea while sitting down to complete the puzzle book. There are calming purple and light grey tones
flowing through this Get Well Soon Wellbeing Gifts, creating a soothing ambiance upon unpacking the get well gift basket itself. This is an
extremely pleasant gift to send some extra love to someone who might be in need of a little reminder of how important and loved they are. The
recipient of this Get Well Soon Wellbeing Gift doesn't necessarily need to be ill to receive it, they may be struggling with their wellbeing and
need a small nudge to remind them to focus on themselves and spend some time relaxing and unwinding. They will be sure to recognise the
sentiments of love behind this get well gift basket.

Additional Information
 
Contents

Wellbeing Pure and Natural Bath Melts by Wild Olive
Wellbeing Pure and Natural Soap Collection by Wild Olive
Silentnight "Sleep" Large Scented Candle Jar by Wax Lyrical
Sleep Well Lavender Eye Mask
Brain Games Pocket Posh Book
Chocolate Covered Blueberries by Chocca Mocca
110g Vegan Love Bears by Jealous Sweets
40g Chocolate Butter Cups Cookie Dough by Love Raw
34g Dark Chocolate Apple Sticks by Lismore
25g Chocolate Coconut Bites by Ape
26g Chocolate Pretzels by Indie Bay
Fabric Lined Open Wicker Basket
Gift wrapped and decorated in hand tied ribbon & bow
Gift Card for your personalised message
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